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WELCOME TO
CAMGIRL VIXEN MAGAZINE: ISSUE 2

First, let me thank everyone who made CamGirl Vixen 

Magazine issue one so special. Thanks to Ayumi, Candy 

Reign, Candace Loxx, Katy Kiss, and the lovely Miss Fox.  

Now we move on to issue two, and we have a big and 

exciting one for you with 9 models being featured.

It’s not easy to put everything together. All the time and 

dedication, however, is well worth it in the end. And this 

issue is proof if this. 

To help us push things forward and to help create a great 

community of readers and followers, please visit our 

website and follow us on our social media accounts. We 

will be pulling out some awesome new content and site 

features for you to enjoy. 

We welcome you to CamGirl Vixen Magazine issue two. 

We hope you enjoy and share it with others.

SPECIAL THANKS
Dave Jackson

Jaxx

Macey J

FEATURED

Cocohoney

Betty

Candace Loxx

Biahink (Cover/Feature)

Brandi Nyx

Anna K.

Yuzuru

Espressa

Kate Maxx

CamGirl Vixen Magazine is created with the  
cooperation of various content creators, models,  

influencers, and creatives. If you wish to submit to  
CamGirl Vixen please email

info.camgirlvixen@gmail.com
or visit our website and click on the “Submissions”  

link in the upper section of our website

WWW.CAMGIRLVIXEN.GA
Instagram: @camgirlvixen

Twitter: @camgirlvixen



“ I WAS KNOWN AS 
THE PRETTY GIRL 

WHO DANCES “

G
rowing up I kept to myself. I was the shy pretty 
girl. I remember I had my first crush in the 6th 

grade but I never had the confidence to speak to 
him, or anyone for that matter until I got to the 
8th grade. I started to come out of my shell a 

little bit and and began doing things that made me feel  
beautiful such as dancing. It gave me a way to confidently 
express myself, but I was still so shy. 

In high school I was known as the pretty girl who dances, but I 
wanted to be more than that when someone thinks of me. I did 
finish high school and then I went to college. Mama always said 
there is nothing like a beautiful woman who is also intelligent. 

I met my alter ego when I had my first sexual experience. It 
was like a whole new side of me that I liked [laughs]. I enjoyed 
me more than my partner. It seemed as if everyone knew what 
I had done because it seemed as if I had the words “good sex” 
written on my forehead; but I still played the shy one until I 
was 23 years old. I think everyone has a dark side or an alter 
ego if you wish to call it that. I got in tune with mine and I love 
her. I’m a very sure you will like her too :). 

I’m a great dancer and lover with a smile that will light up your 
heart. I am a strong minded individual and my naughty side is 
a privilege and well worth it. And one thing most people may 
not know about me is that I am a very good hair stylist. 

When I first saw cam girls I was intrigued and in awe with their 
confidence in themselves and how they were so happy with 
who they were no matter what. 

My favorite part about creating the content I do online is the 
freedom I feel, and that my audience don’t judge me. They love 
me. In fact, I’d say I feel appreciated in a way. But, I will also 
say that people draw a lot of conclusions with out fully know-
ing me. I just want people to remember that I am person with a 
heart and soul. Everyone is entitled to their own decisions and 
mine does not make me a bad person. I breath like you I bleed 
like you.

ANY LAST WORDS?
Thank you for taking the time to get to know me.

SHE’S
NOT 

SO
SHY 
ANYMORE

Cocohoney
SAY HELLO TO MISS

Words by: Cocohoney
Edited by: CamGirl Vixen Magazine



FUN FACTS
TURN ON’S: booty rubs kisses all over. 
A man in control but not controlling if 
you know what i mean, sweets, and 
music. When I feel sexy, I am turned on.

TURN OFF’S: Too aggressive, dry skin , 
someone who isn’t not good at oral, bad 
breath and manners, hardcore sex.

FAVORITE BODY FEATURES: Eyes, 
smile, height, legs, stomach, butt, 
and breast.

WILDEST FANTASY: Me and two other 
guys all attention on me. Me cumming 
and squirting like no other.

CRAZIEST PLACE YOU’VE HAD SEX:  
In a parking lot very late at night.

FAVORITE COLOR: Yellow.

THE DUMBEST THING SHIT YOU’VE 
EVER DONE: Turn down a guy Iv’e been 
wanting for years.

FAVORITE FOODS: Anything home 
cooked. Everything and anything 
chocolate and fruit.

WHO DO YOU SECRETLY WANT TO 
MAKE OUT WITH?: Rihanna

WHAT’S YOUR GUILTY PLEASURE(S): 
My guilty pleasure is bringing a man to 
climax just when he’s about to bust then 
I stop, and I start again. I’ll do it until 
I cum first.

WORST PICKUP LINE YOU’VE EVER 
HEARD?: The worst pickup line I ever 
heard is “let me put a baby in you. Like 
dude are you serious.

DESCRIBE YOUR LIFE IN 3 WORDS: 
Growth, free, unbothered.

BEST RELATIONSHIP ADVICE: Always 
trust your intuition and never allow 
your self to be treated less then what 
you are worth.

STATS
Name: CocoHoney, 

aka Sunkissed. 
Location: Arizona, USA.

Age: 25.
Height: 5ft.

Weight: 115 lbs.
Bust: 34C.

Tattoos: I have one tattoo 
on my left upper arm.

Piercings: None.
Eye color: Dark brown.

“ MY NAUGHTY SIDE IS 
A PRIVILEGE AND WELL 

WORTH IT ”



“ WHEN I FIRST LEARNED ABOUT 
MASTURBATING...I WAS BLOWN 

AWAY BY THE FEELING ”

BETTY Comes
Out to Play

Words By: Betty

Edited By: CamGirl Vixen Magazine



B
ETTY, a gorgeous tatted beauty from Alberta 
Canada is a self proclaimed Canadian Unicorn. 
She’s an avid content creator with profiles on 
OnlyFans, Camster and others. One thing that 
really stands out about this decorated babe is 

the variety of colors she dyes her hair, and they all suit her. 
Not one who came from an easy beginning, Betty had to 
battle her own demons and she came out on top. There’s 
much more the heavy metal loving hottie had to say and  
it’s all here for you. Enjoy!

Hello, glad you took the time to speak with us.
So tell me, what first attracted you to CamGirl 
 Vixen Magazine? 
Isn’t that easy? The beautiful women

Tell us a little about yourself growing up; and What 
were your favorite TV shows, hobbies?
Anything funny or crime related for shows. And hobbies? 
Well, painting, drawing and reading

At what age was your first crush? 
That would have been in junior high school. So 12 years old.

Wow, so when was your first kiss?
I was around 9 years old.

Looking back at your childhood, what’s one thing you 
would tell you adolescent self? 
Don’t be so hard on yourself. Life happens and it ends up 
being pretty amazing.

Through high school, what were you best known for? 
Being a drug addict. I was a total mess back then too be 
honest. Took me some time and years later, but I sobered 
up and have been clean ever since.

Still, in high school, what did you want to pursue as 
a career at that time? How were the boys with you in 
high school; we’re they at your mercy, or did they keep 
their distance? 
Mostly kept their distance. I was mostly a loner.

What about college, what was that experience like  
for you and share one stand out moment you 
remember clearly? 
Never went [to college].

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and what did 
you discover about yourself? 
That would have been when I first learned about  

masturbating. I was blown away by the feeling, that at first 
it scared me. But I then quickly learned that I was able to 
give myself the best orgasms ever by just double  
clicking the mouse!

What led or inspired you to creating content online? 
I’ve always had this alter ego just wanting to come out 
(Betty). It wasn’t until a girlfriend told me about camming 
that I was fully able to release her. 

I assume you enjoy creating content for your online 
audience; what is your favorite thing about it...creating 
the kind of content you do? 
I love being able to tap into whatever my audience is 
craving. Example: you want to get off with me popping 
balloons; YOU got it. 

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun  
or as a career? 
I want to finish my schooling for Vet Technician. And travel! 
LOTS of that!

Of all the things you’ve done in your life, what are you 
most excited about, or most proud of? 
The truth? getting sober. Out of everything in my life, 
THATS it. Because without getting sober, I wouldn’t be here 
to enjoy all the little things.

As you share your content, what’s the most common 
feedback you get from your audience? 
They love they feel as if they are right there. Along with my 
dirty talking and sexy sultry eyes

What’s one talent most people don’t know you have? 
I can sing. And well I do a mean achy breaky heart dance.

People will always draw conclusions without ever truly 
knowing you, so what are some positive things about 
you wish more people knew?
I’m compassionate. I listen amazingly. I will always look out 
for my peeps. I love animals. And I learn from my mistakes 
to move forward.

What’s one thing you must do before you take 
your last breath? 
Holy hell, this is deep...umm write a book. Always wanted  
to do that.

LAST WORD
Thank you so much for taking this time to share more 
about yourself. Any last words?
I’m here for the gangbang.

STATS
Name 
Betty

Location
lberta, CAnada

Age / Date of Birth
N/A

Height
5ft. 7in.
Weight:

40lb.
Bust
34 DD

Tattoos
OH dear lord! I have 
too many to count!

Piercings
Navel and my ears 

are gauged out 
Eye color

Brown

“BEING A DRUG ADDICT. I WAS A 

TOTAL MESS...I SOBERED UP AND 

HAVE BEEN CLEAN EVER SINCE.”



“ I’VE ALWAYS HAD THIS ALTER 
EGO JUST WANTING TO COME OUT 

(BETTY). IT WASN’T UNTIL  
[I STARTED] CAMMING THAT I WAS 

FULLY ABLE TO RELEASE HER. ”

FUN FACTS
Your turn-ons

CONFIDENCE, humour, manners, 
great smelling cologne.

Your turn-offs
Obnoxious, needy, no goals, 

bad hygiene

Favorite food(s): Mexican!

Favorite music
Metal 

Favorite movie(s) 
The Big Lebowski

Favorite book(s)
The heroin diary

Favorite body feature(s)
Eyes, smile, ass 

Wildest fantasy
I want to fuck a girl with

a strap on...one day.

Dumbest shit you’ve 
ever done

Got my tongue stuck to a 
frozen pole, twice!

Favorite color(s)
Black, black and black

FUN FACTS
Your turn-ons

CONFIDENCE, humour, manners, 
great smelling cologne.

Your turn-offs
Obnoxious, needy, no goals, 

bad hygiene

Favorite food(s): Mexican!

Favorite music
Metal 

Favorite movie(s) 
The Big Lebowski

Favorite book(s)
The heroin diary

Favorite body feature(s)
Eyes, smile, ass 

Wildest fantasy
I want to fuck a girl with

a strap on...one day.

Dumbest shit you’ve 
ever done

Got my tongue stuck to a 
frozen pole, twice!

Favorite color(s)
Black, black and black



I FOUND A WAY TO MAKE MONEY
AND PLEASE OTHERS.

I LOVE MAKING PICTURES
AND VIDEOS

BIAHINK IS A DAZZLING TATTOOED 
BRAZILIAN BEAUTY. An extremely focused 
and accomplished alternative model Biahink 
has been named an official Suicide Girl and 

Model Recruiter. Her uniquely stricking features adds 
to her appeal making her a top pick for photographers 
looking for that edge that she embodies. 

Sweet at heart, Biahink truly enjoys her career, 
and admits that if she wasn’t modeling, she’d pursue 
a career as a trilingual executive secretary. The pizza 
loving babe has quite a bit to share and we’re glad she 
took the time to give some of time to us. 
Say hello to Biahink.

Hello, glad you took the time to speak with us.
So tell me, what first attracted you to CamGirl 
Vixen Magazine?
I am in favor of all the media that support camgirls and 
models.

Tell us a little about yourself growing up; and What 
were your favorite TV shows, hobbies?
I like horror series and movies. I like to go out to eat, 
watch movies and spend time with family and friends.

At what age was your first crush?
At the age of 16.

Wow, so when was your first kiss? 
13 years and it was horrible haha.

Through high school, what were you best 
known for? 
I was pretty popular in high school.

Still in high school, what did you want to pursue 
as a career at that time? 
At the time I thought of being a trilingual executive 
secretary haha.

How were the boys with you in high school; 
we’re they at your mercy, or did they keep 
their distance? 
I was always surrounded by boys, but they did not 
interest me haha.

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and what 
did you discover about yourself? 
It was with my first boyfriend, I loved him so I was super 
sure. But it was sore haha.

What led or inspired you to creating 
content online? 
I found a way to make money and please others. I love 
making pictures and videos, my self esteem 
goes up haha.

Biahink
BRAZIL’SIS

TATTED SUICIDE

BABE!
Words By: Biahink

Edited By: CamGirl Vixen Magazine



I assume you enjoy creating content for 
your online audience; what is your favorite 
thing about it...creating the kind of content 
you do? 
I love to dance and do strip tease!

What else do you want to pursue in life, 
for fun or as a career? 
Today I think of following a modeling career.

Of all the things you’ve done in your 
life, what are you most excited about, 
or most proud of? 
I pride myself on bringing people wellness with 
what I do, without harming them. I am honest 
and I do not judge others. I work hard to achieve 
my dreams without having to go over anyone.

What’s one talent most people don’t 
know you have? 
I can open someone else’s bra with my feet! 
[laughs]

LAST WORD
Thank you so much for taking this time to share 
more about yourself. 
Any last words?
Thanks for the invitation from Vixen, I love you to 
know me more! And, a word of advice to all, live 
life! Thank you!

Biahink
BRAZIL’SIS

TATTED SUICIDE

BABE!

STATS
NAME: 
Biahink
LOCATION: 
Porto Alegre, 
RS- Brasil
AGE / DATE 
OF BIRTH: 
28 years
Decembe 30, 1990
HEIGHT: 1.75m
WEIGHT: 74kg
BUST: 42 (Brazil)
TATTOOS
(HOW MANY 
AND WHERE):
24. Arms, back, 
legs, foot.
PIERCINGS 
(HOW MANY 
AND WHERE):
 1. Belly button



Biahink
BRAZIL’SIS

TATTED SUICIDE

BABE!
FUN FACTS
FAVORITE FOOD(S)
Pizza and fast food

FAVORITE MOVIE(S)
All of terror  
(Horror Movies)

FAVORITE BODY 
FEATURE(S)
Breasts and waist

WHAT PISSES YOU OFF 
THE MOST?
Delays

WHAT WILL ABSOLUTELY 
CHEER YOU UP WITHOUT 
FAIL?
Food (laughs)

YOUR SILLIEST FEAR:
Insects

WWW.CAMGIRLVIXEN.GA   |   INSTAGRAM: @CAMGIRLVIXEN   |   TWITTER: @CAMGIRLVIXEN



W ith an Italian Mastiff, Husky, and a Boa Constrictor 
all in her posession, Brandi Nyx admits she loves 
animals. The 5ft. 2in. babe is an active member of 

the fetish and lifestyle community. 
She’s part of an active online community on Fetlife, with a 
growing fanbase of viewers on her Chaturbate profile. 
More than this, Brandi Nyx is all about human rights and 
environmentalism and tries to use her art as a platform to 
spread awareness and female empowerment.

Surely more than meets the eye, Brandi Nyx shared with us 
a bit about her life, and you don’t want to skip any lines. It’s 
worth the entire read.

Hello, glad you took the time to speak with us.
So tell me, what first attracted you to CamGirl 
Vixen Magazine? 
The gorgeous models, won’t even lie about that.

Tell us a little about yourself growing up; and What 
were your favorite TV shows, hobbies? 
My favorite book series was the Chronicles of Gor. 

At what age was your first crush? 
Like...2? I was already making out with the boys 
in daycare.

Wow, so when was your first kiss?
That would be when I was 2 my mother walked in on me 
macking up on a boy...his name was Adam haha.

Looking back at your childhood, what’s one thing you 
would tell you adolescent self? 
“Do whatever the hell you want”.

Through high school, what were you best known for? 
Having big boobs.

Still, in high school, what did you want to pursue as 
a career at that time? 
I think I wanted to be like a motivational speaker 
or something.

How were the boys with you in high school; we’re they 
at your mercy, or did they keep their distance? 
I was usually dating guys in their’ 20s. Whatever boys my 
age I’d suck their dicks or make out with them under the 
stairwells. If I got mad at a guy I’d suck his best friends dick. 
I was savage.

What about college, what was that experience like 
for you and share one stand out moment you 
remember clearly?
All the soca fetes. All of them. I learned to dance in college. 

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and what did 
you discover about yourself?
When I was 14 I was playing with twin girls and they were 
not straight, eventually I figured out I was bisexual. We 
would play spin the bottle and have sleepovers. I ended up 
dating both of them in high school.

Brandi
Nyx BOUNDED TO

THE FET LIFE
Words By: Brandi Nyx

Edited By: CamGirl Vixen Magazine

[AT 2 YEARS OLD]I WAS ALREADY MAKINGOUT WITH THEBOYS 
IN DAYCARE!



What led or inspired you to creating 
content online?
I was dating a guy and he wanted to force me 
to pick between him and another partner I had. 
I refused to and he threatened to post our 
intimate pictures online. So I did it bigger, 
badder, and better so no man will ever be 
able to say that to me again.

I assume you enjoy creating content 
for your online audience; what is your 
favorite thing about it...creating the kind 
of content you do?
I love it! I love the support and overwhelming 
appreciation for the art! It’s not a job, its a 
labour of love. 

What else do you want to pursue in life, 
for fun or as a career? 
Goodness I want it all, I want to change the 
world and put females supporting females on 
the map. I want to put polyamory on the map. 
Poly right, poly marriages. All the things! 

Of all the things you’ve done in your 
life, what are you most excited about, 
or most proud of? 
Starting my own business at the age of 24.

As you share your content, what’s the 
most common feedback you get from 
your audience? 
That I look very good and flexibility makes me 
more fun to work with haha.

What’s one talent most people don’t 
know you have? 
I can curl my tongue to look like a vagina.

People will always draw conclusions 
without ever truly knowing you, so what 
are some positive things about you wish 
more people knew? 
I’m way more sensitive and caring than people 
think I am haha.

What’s one thing you must do before you 
take your last breath? 
Leave this world a better place than when 
I came into it.

Brandi
Nyx BOUNDED TO

THE FET LIFE

STATS
NAME

Brandi Nyx
LOCATION

Toronto, Canada
AGE, DATE OF BIRTH

29, February 14, 1990
HEIGHT

157cm/ 5ft. 2in
WEIGHT

130 lbs.
BUST
36 DD

TATTOOS
N/A

PIERCINGS
Earlobes and 
both nipples
EYE COLOR
Green-Blue

LAST WORD
Thank you so much for taking this time to 
share more about yourself. Any last words?

Thank you so much for taking the time to interview 
me! I am so thrilled to be apart of your wonderful 
magazine and cannot wait to see more gorgeous 
women like myself all over the pages!



“[ I WAS INTO
OLDER GUYS ]... 

WHATEVER 
BOYS MY AGE, 

I’D SUCK THEIR
 DICKS OR MAKE 
OUT WITH THEM 

UNDER THE
 STAIRWELLS”

Brandi
Nyx BOUNDED TO

THE FET LIFE
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ANNA K is an all natural girl that likes 
to laugh and be a nerd; or so 

she says. She’s curious and says she likes to like to study  
everything and have intelligent conversations. Sensuality, 
silliness, and intelligence is only part of  what makes up this 
babe. We’re delighted she took the time to share with us 
more about herself. Here’s what Anna K had to say.

Hello, glad you took the time to speak with us.
Tell us a little about yourself growing up; and what 
were your favorite TV shows, hobbies? 
Dancing has always been one of my favorite hobbies but I 
like to sow as well and I read a ton of books my favorite tv 
show growing up was and still is Scooby doo.

At what age was your first crush? 
Definitely at some point in middle school.

Wow, so when was your first kiss? 
I don’t remember the year was 2010 because the movie 
was Alice in wonderland and I never had a chance to watch 
the movie.

Through high school, what were you best known for? 
Ohh I don’t know being invisible reclusive like I 
was never there.

Still, in high school, what did you want to pursue as a 
career at that time? 
I wanted to teach.

How were the boys with you in high school; we’re they 
at your mercy, or did they keep their distance? 
I wouldn’t say they were at my mercy I dated a lot in high 
school if that tells the story. 

What about college, what was that experience like for 
you and share one stand out moment you remember 
clearly?
Ohh I remember the best pick up line the guy said he sees 
two dimes and I was like where and he said their pointing to 
a dime on the ground and then at me best line 
I’ve ever heard. 

What led or inspired you to creating content online? 
Getting a higher Self esteem  I struggled with thinking that 
I was worthless and a waste of space.

I assume you enjoy creating content for your 
online audience; what is your favorite thing about 
it...creating the kind of content you do?
Hmm...I would say the way it makes people feel I like 
making people happy and feel good about themselves.

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun 
or as a career?
A lot of things my brain...can never settle to do only 
one thing it’s constantly changing what I want to do.

Anna K.
LOVELY, NATURAL, 
SENSUAL! Words By: ANNA K.

Edited By: CAMGIRL VIXEN MAGAZINE

I DATED A 
LOT IN HIGH 
SCHOOL IF 
THAT TELLS 
THE STORY



FUN FACTS
Your turn-ons: Biting, kissing my ear and neck, hands 
on my inner thighs.

Your turn-offs: Underwear and socks I know it’s 
different but no underwear and just socks is my 
biggest turnoff , basically just be naked all clothes off.

Favorite food(s): Pizza, chicken alfredo and 
pb&j is my jam.

Favorite music / musical artist:  I don’t have a 
favorite I like all music.

Favorite movie(s): National Treasure, both of them.

Favorite book(s): Harry Potter series, 
Sherlock stories.

Favorite body feature(s): My eyes.

Dumbest shit you’ve ever done: I said bastard in the 
middle of class before that was so embarrassing.

Favorite adult or fashion model(s): Tory black.

As you share your content, what’s the most 
common feedback you get from your audience? 
How my ass is great and my perky boobs but I really like 
getting the you’ve made my day comments that makes 
me feel good and continue on.

What’s one talent most people don’t 
know you have? 
I can tell you the worst thing that can happen in a 
situation. I don’t know why maybe it’s my pessimistic 
attitude showing but I can do that without fail. 

People will always draw conclusions without 
ever truly knowing you, so what are some positive 
things about you wish more people knew? 
How empathetic I am I try to talk to all my fans because 
I know I can connect with them make their day better 
I don’t need the likes to fell good I like hearing and 
talking to all my fans getting to know them as 
best as I can.

What’s one thing you must do before you take your 
last breath? 
Write a journal or novel that becomes a best seller.

LAST WORD
It was a pleasure habing you share with CamGirl 
Vixen Magazine. Thank you. Any last words? 
I thanks y’all for taking the time to hear my story and my 
thoughts and for enjoying my content. 

[WHEN MY FANS SAY]
HOW MY ASS IS GREAT
AND MY PERKY BOOBS

...BUT I REALLY LIKE 
GETTING THE YOU’VE

MADE MY DAY 
COMMENTS

Anna K
LOVELY, NATURAL, 
SENSUAL!



STATS
NAME
Anna K 

LOCATION
Texas, USA

AGE
24
DATE OF BIRTH
February 16, 1995

HEIGHT
5ft. 2in.

WEIGHT
120lb.

BUST
34B

TATTOOS
None 

PIERCINGS
None 

EYE COLOR
Blue

Anna K
LOVELY, NATURAL, 
SENSUAL!

WWW.CAMGIRLVIXEN.GA   |   INSTAGRAM: @CAMGIRLVIXEN   |   TWITTER: @CAMGIRLVIXEN



Candace

Loxx
...a rare

divine kind 
of beauty!

WORDS BY: CANDACE LOXX
EDITED BY: CAMGIRL VIXEN MAGAZINE



H ey Candace! It’s great to have you back with us. 
We got really good feedback on our first issue, 
which you were featured in. 

What did you like most about issue number one?
I loved the presentation most of all!

In your first mini interview you shared that you’re a 
professional illustrator.  That’s pretty awesome. Were 
you self taught or did you have some form of training?
Thank you! I am a self taught artist. 

What other talents and skills do you have that you are 
proud of? 
I am also a great cook, I love trying out recipes 
I find online.  

Tell us about your first crush, and what are some of 
your memories about it? 
My first crush was actually Jesse McCartney the singer! I 
couldn’t get over how hot he was when he was younger! 

What about your first kiss?
9th grade!  

Looking back at your childhood, what’s a word of 
advice you would tell your younger self?
Never give up, the future is going to be very fun 
and adventurous. 

Through high school, what were you best known for? 
I was best known for my artwork and having great 
makeup skills! 

Still, in high school, what did you want to pursue as 
a career at that time?
I wanted to be a teacher but later realized I would not have 
the patience with children that are not mine.

How were the boys with you in high school; we’re they 
at your mercy, or did they keep their distance?
Boys would chase after me and I’d never give them 
the time of day! 

What about college, what was that experience like 
for you and share one stand out moment you 
remember clearly?
I completed a year in college and later dropped out, I’m 
glad I did otherwise I’d be in debt & miserable like a lot of 
my old friends. 

What do you get the most compliments about?
My beautiful face. 

Since the last time, I see that you’ve increased in 
cup size. What size were you before and what 
size are you now? 
I used to be a 32B now I’m a 32DD! 

I imagine you’re thrilled with the results. What was the 
whole experience like and how do you feel now?
The experience went really smooth. I had a fast recovery 
I was shopping at the mall literally 2 days after surgery! 

What’s your favorite website to create of broadcast 
content from and why? 
MyFreeCams is my favorite so far. It’s just so easy to build 
a fan base and get tipped a ton in multiple ways.  

I assume you enjoy creating content for your online 
audience; what is your favorite thing about it
...creating the kind of content you do?
I love editing photos! 

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun or 
as a career?
I am thinking about becoming a nail tech. Most of all I 
want to be a housewife & be able to cam full time with a 
supportive & helpful partner. 

Of all the things you’ve done in your life, what are you 
most excited about, or most proud of?
I’m proud of being able to do this all on my own! 

You seem to be a focused gal. What keeps you 
so motivated? 
Building a bigger fan base and money. 

People will always draw conclusions without ever 
truly knowing you, so what are some positive things 
about you wish more people knew? 
I am deeply into spirituality.  

What’s one thing you must do before you take 
your last breath?
Change people’s lives dramatically in a positive way.

Candace

Loxx

I USED 
TO BE 

A 32B,
NOW 
I’M A 

32DD! 



Candace

Loxx
FUN FACTS

Your turn-ons
Tall, handsome, muscles but 

not too buff 
Favorite music / musical artist

Chill music & deep house
Favorite movie(s)

I-Origins
Favorite book(s)

Harry Potter 
Favorite body feature(s)

My boobs and face 
Craziest place(s) you’ve 

ever had sex
The car 

Your guilty pleasure(s)
Swedish fish candy 

What pisses you off the most?
Liars & know it alls

What will absolutely cheer you up 
without fail?

Success, relaxation, making someone 
smile, gifting other people 

Do you consider yourself a clean 
freak, a messy mess, or somewhere 

in between the two
Somewhere in between it depends 

on the day and my mood
Your life right now in 3 words

Beautiful, adventurous , successful 
Best relationship advice

Don’t give up, if you don’t work on the 
issues you have with your partner 
(as long as they are not a threat) 

chances are you’ll have those issues 
with the next person!

LAST WORD
Thank you so much for taking this 
time to share more about yourself. 

Any last words?
This was fun! I love CamGirlVixen! XOXO!

NAME
Candace LoxxLOCATION 

California, USA
DATE OF BIRTHApril 25thHEIGHT5ft. 2in.WEIGHT95 lbsBUST

32DD TATTOOS
1 on collarbone 

PIERCINGS1 Belly ringEYE COLOR
Blue

STATS

BOYS WOULD 
CHASE AFTER

ME AND I’D
NEVER GIVE

THEM THE
TIME OF DAY! 



REAL & 
AUTHENTIC 

VIBES IS WHAT 
YOU GET

WITH HER!

BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!

WORDS BY: BIAHINK
EDITED BY: CAMGIRL VIXEN MAGAZINE



W HAT is it about her that makes her so 
damn beautiful? The first question we asked 
ourselves when we came across this inked 

vvixen. We were intrigued, and to our surprise, she agreed 
to be our cover girl for issue number two. 
It’s Biahink, and we’re about to dive in to more about her.

BIAHINK is a stunning tattooed 
beauty from Porto Alegre

RS-Brazil. Often seen wearing her signature thick framed 
glasses, she rocks the style with ease. Behind the lens 
she wears, it’s as if her eyes glisten with sensuality, and 
 

a hint of innocence seems to peer it’s way through 
involuntarily as she looks at you with her full, dreamy, 
beautiful, deep eyes. 

Biahink has gone on to shoot with many amazing photog-
raphers, and most recently she got a chance to be captured 
by the highly talented Rafael Beck, currently on Instagram 
as @2beck_. This woman takes her modeling seriously, 
and to solidify her commitment to her craft, she’s an 
official Suicide Girl and also a model recruiter for the same. 
She quite recently began to blog a little more often on her 
Suicide Girls profile page, and to announce this new 
activity she posted, “Hello, humans! Starting with blogs 

BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!

“ HER EYES GLISTEN WITH 
SENSUALITY, AND A HINT 
OF INNOCENCE SEEMS TO 
PEER IT’S WAY THROUGH 
INVOLUNTARILY AS SHE 

LOOKS AT YOU ”



“I SEE 
BEYOND 
A NAKED 
BODY IN
MY SETS.
I AM FREE!  ” now! I confess that I’ve always been afraid to blog, I do not 

know why exactly ... Maybe it’s my English beginner hahaha.  
But come on, I hope you like it. I’ll start with that.”

T hough English is not her first language, Biahink is 
determined to not let that stop her from doing what 
she needs to do to achieve her goals. On another 

blog post on her Suicide Girls account, she answered the 
question as to what inspired her to become a Suicide Girl, 
and here’s her answer, “My admiration for art, I see beyond a 
naked body in my sets, I am free, when I saw the profile of a 
suicide girl, Jacqueline, I was completely enchanted. That’s 
when I met SG’s social networks. At first I just noticed, and 
this occurred for [many] months. But I [built up] courage and 
started my career here. I wanted to have that freedom, all 
that power. And here I am. Thank you to all who encourage 
me and support me!” And when asked about her biggest 
accomplishment in life, she responded by saying, “I’m pretty 
sure it was getting my independence. I have lived only 10 
years, I have my house, my things, I live the life I want! I do 
what you give me on the tile hahah! This really is priceless! 
I remember when I was a child, I dreamed of my house my 
way! I thank God and I am proud to have achieved everything 
I have today!”

We’re excited to have Biahink as our model and cover feature. 
She was gracious enough to take the time to share some 
more about herself with us. We hope you enjoy BiahInk, 
Suicide Babe. She’s amazing and well worth the wait 
and attention here.

BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!



COVER FEATURE Q&A

Where did you grow up? 
Porto Alegre RS- Brazil

Tell us about what you loved and what you did not 
like where you grew up.
I love the climate of my city, but violence is a downside.

Do you have any brothers and sisters? If yo do, what 
was it like growing up with them? 
A brother, by my father. He is younger than me. 

Does your family know that you are an 
alternative model? 
Yes, some do know that I am an alternative model.

How did you tell your family about your career 
choice and how did they respond? 
I told them, and they listened and did not say anything at all. I 
do not depend on them so they can not comment on my life.

Tell us about when your first experiences as a model...
what was it like for you?
I was always shy, it was a bit difficult. Never had used a   
vibrator before that either [laughs].

BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!

“ I WAS 
ALWAYS 

SHY, IT 
WAS A BIT 

DIFFICULT. 
NEVER HAD 

USED A   
VIBRATOR 

BEFORE 
THAT

 EITHER ”



“ I DON’T HAVE 
ANY PLASTIC 

SURGERY. 
I DO NOT 

FEEL LIKE 
I NEED TO 

DO IT “

BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!

What was your first kiss that was so terrible [laughs]? 
It was almost a bite instead of a kiss [laughs]. We were 
children not knowing what to do.

Have you ever had or would like to do some 
plastic surgery? If so, what did you do? 
No, I don’t have any plastic surgery. I do not feel 
like I need to do it.

We noticed that you wear glasses. Do you prefer to 
wear glasses or contact lenses? 
I definitely prefer glasses.

You mentioned to us that you wanted to be a 
tri-lingual executive secretary. What 3 are the 
languages you wanted to speak? 
I wanted to be fluent in English, French and Italian.

You seem very focused. Where do you want to be 
in your career in 5 years? 
Living well, without necessities, maybe even in another 
country.

As a model, what keeps you motivated to 
continue working? 
Being able to change people’s lives in some way.

There are so many great alternative models 
out there. Are you afraid of competition?
Not even a little. Each person is unique. So no, I’m not 
afraid of competition.



BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!

When sharing your content, what is the most 
common feedback you receive from your audience? 
Always positive. They like my authenticity.

What do you think is your biggest accomplishment 
as a model so far? 
I would have to say, being independent. I don’t have 
to depend on anyone to support my lifestyle.

If you were not an alternative model, what else do 
you think you would be doing? 
Working directly with people in some way.

What is your biggest thing you learned about 
your self sexually speaking? 
I learned to know myself and to learn to be satisfied.

What is your biggest sexual asset? 
I do not pretend, I’m very authentic.

Do you have a favorite sexual position...what is it? 
Standing up ahahah

Do you use sex toys? If you do, what are some 
of your favorites? 
I have one called Hitachi. That’s one of my favorites.

Do you prefer to be alone or with people? 
Because I have my moments alone and I have moments 
that I like to be accompanied. Depends on my mood.

What tattoos do you have that mean more to you? 
That’s an easy one. My tattoo of Ganesha on my back.

What excites you most about life? 
Not being in control of herself. Not knowing what might 
happen tomorrow.

What’s one talent most people don’t know you have?
I get to lick my feet hahah.

What would you like more people to know about you? 
I do everything in my power to please the other, I am a 
heartfelt and sensitive person. I have feelings and I know 
other people do as well. For me it’s all about respect.

“ I HAVE ONE [SEX TOY]

CALLED HITACHI. 

THAT’S ONE OF MY 

FAVORITES “



“MY FAVORITE
SEXUAL POSITION IS 
HAVING SEX WHILE

STANDING UP”

BIAHINK
SUICIDE
BABE!
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I DISCOVERED 
THAT I WAS 
EXCITED BY 
PAIN SO I 
DECIDED TO 
BECOME 
SUBMISSIVE 
AND THEN A
MISTRESS

Y uzuru is a Colombian web model, with 
active profiles on Chaturbate, MyFreeCams, 
Twitter and Instagram. Growing up in Bogota 
Colombia, she proudly expresses that she was 

very close family, and was  typically the center of attention. 
Yuzuru loves dance and music and after finishing my high 
school I decided to  become a webcam model so that she 
can pay for University. Loving what she does, Yuzuru boldy 
steps out to achieve her dreams. Here’s just a little more 
about the busty Colombian chica.

Tell us a little about yourself growing up; 
and What were your favorite TV shows, hobbies?
As a little girl I loved watching the little looney tunes 
and mickey mouse.

At what age was your first crush?
I had my first love when I was 7 years old.

Wow, so when was your first kiss?
10 years.

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and what 
did you discover about yourself?
No doubt is a question that brings me many memories 
hahahaha but my first sexual experience was at age 11, and 

as I was growing up, I discovered that I was excited by pain 
so I decided to become submissive and then mistress, I 
love to experiment sexually.

What led or inspired you to creating content online?
What really drove me to that is that I am very outgoing and 
relaxed, one day a family member told me that I had what 
was needed for it and decided to share a little of my tastes 
with the world. Let’s be honest, what woman does not like 
it feel beautiful and flat.

If money was not an issue, describe your ideal lifestyle?
My ideal lifestyle, mmm is a good question but I think I have 
it for me the money has never been necessary I was born in 
a humble family and they taught me that you can have the 
life you want if you try hard enough and have a my family 
and people that I love by my side makes my life ideal.

When you have time to yourself, what are some of your 
hobbies and things you like to do?
I love to sing, to compose, to create poems, to 
dedicate time to my family and my studies, and of 
course not to indulge myself lol.

yUZURU
OMG it's

THE BUSTY COLOMBIAN BABE 
LOVES ANIME AND EXPLORING 

HER SEXUALITY
WORDS BY: YUZURU

EDITED BY: CAMGIRL VIXEN MAGAZINE

yUZURU



“I LOVE TO 
EXPERIMENT 
SEXUALLY”

yUZURU
OMG it's

THE BUSTY COLOMBIAN BABE 
LOVES ANIME AND EXPLORING 

HER SEXUALITY

yUZURU
FUN FACTS

Your turn-ons
BDSM, fetish

Favorite food(s)
Pasta, hamburgers, salads, ajiaco  

and paisa tray.
Favorite music / musical artist

I like everything a bit but I lean more for rock 
and music otaku or anime type. My favorite 
artists are Guns  N’ Roses, Magician of Oz, 

AC/DC, and Nigthcore among others.
Favorite movie(s)

50 Shades of Gray, The Labyrinth of the 
Faun, The Spell, Under the Same Star and 

Twilight.
Favorite book(s)

The Odyssey, Twelve Pilgrim stories, 
Chronicles of an Announced Death, 

Ethics Nicomaquea, What the Wind Took, The 
Quixote of the Spot, The Iliada 

and Lazarillo de Tormes.
Favorite body feature(s)

My tits.
Wildest fantasy

I think I have fulfilled most of my fantasies 
hahaha but I have always wanted to have 

parachute or bonguie relationships and why 
not practice a bit of bdsm.

Craziest place(s) you’ve ever had sex?
In the bathroom of the school and behind a 

bush in a restaurant.
Favorite color(s)
Black and purple.
Favorite car(s)

I am more of motorcycles but if I had to 
choose, I would say that a Lambo, 

Apollo Arrow  and the Ferrari.



[CRAZIEST PLACE
I’VE EVER HAD SEX] 
IN THE BATHROOM 
OF THE SCHOOL 
AND BEHIND A BUSH 
IN A RESTAURANT.

STATS
NAME

Yuzuru Nishimiya
LOCATION

Bogota, Colombia
AGE

20
DATE OF BIRTH

January 15
HEIGHT

1.60m
WEIGHT

71 Kg
BUST

40
TATTOOS

No
PIERCINGS
Yes, 2 - Nos
 and tongue

EYE COLOR
Brown

yUZURU
OMG it's

THE BUSTY COLOMBIAN BABE 
LOVES ANIME AND EXPLORING 

HER SEXUALITY

yUZURU
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Espressa
A SENSUAL EXPRESS’A

Words By: Espressa

Edited By: CamGirl Vixen Magazine

[IN HIGH SCHOOL]
IT SEEMED LIKE A FEW 
OF [THE BOYS] 
WERE AT MY MERCY!

SAY HELLO TO ESPRESSA! 
This slim, vivacious, aspiring camgirl is an amateur porn 
performer on ManyVids and also has premium 
membership opprotunities for Snapchat and Patreon. 

Espressa, a self proclaimed sensual woman, loves to be 
and feel sexy, and find avenues that allows her to share 
that side of her.

We’re super glad she was able to check in with us to share 
about who she is and what she loves.

Hello, glad you took the time to speak with us. 
So tell me, what first attracted you to CamGirl 
Vixen Magazine?
I often have a lot of family and friends that ask me what I 
plan to do with my life, and with being in the adult 
entertainment industry, you don’t have much you can show 
for that. As well as having something to physically have, 
being in magazines just seems like a super cool and 
fun experience!

Tell us a little about yourself growing up; and What 
were your favorite TV shows, hobbies?
A few of my favourite TV shows growing up were Futurama, 
Family Guy, Three’s Company, King Of Queens, Spongebob 
Squarepants, and Zoey 101. Growing up I loved camping, 
swimming, and painting.

At what age was your first crush?
Age 13.

Wow, so when was your first kiss?
Grade 8 (age 12) with some guy at a school dance and it 
was really terrible. I only did it because my friend pressured 
me to just get my first kiss over with. But shhh, we don’t 
talk about it. 

Through high school, what were you best known for?
Being shy.

Still, in high school, what did  you want to pursue as a 
career at that time?
Model. I didn’t really have a specific type of modeling 
in mind, but now I’m all about camming and selling 
my videos/photos! :)

How were the boys with you in high school; we’re 
they at your mercy, or did they keep their distance?
I was pretty shy in high school so I didn’t talk to a lot of 
people, but ya I would say it seemed like a few of them 
were at my mercy. 

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and what 
did you discover about yourself?
My first sexual experience was cute, awkward, and very 
thrilling. We called it “The Thing” so my current boyfriend 
and my old best friend used to meet up at a creek and my 
now boyfriend would finger fuck both of us at the same 
time. Even though we barely talked at the time I really 
enjoyed doing that with him.

What led or inspired you to creating content online?
I’ve always loved my body and I think I’m a very sexy and 
sensual woman. One day a couple years ago I was posting 
photos of myself in my bra and panties on instagram and 
I was getting a lot of attention from it. I have also always 
been a very sexual person and have wanted to be a model 
since a young age, but could never find a way into it until I 
learned about camming. 

I assume you enjoy creating content for your online 
audience; what is your favorite thing about it...
creating the kind of content you do? 
I think my favourite thing about it is it has allowed me to 
learn more about myself and where my limits are and I get 
to try new things and try a huge variety of toys/gear and I 
just overall love feeling sexy and being able to show that! 

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun 
or as a career?
A podcast. I have a really good idea for whenever I start  
that. Possibly also voice acting. There was a really good  
opportunity last year that sparked my interest in a city 2hrs 
away from where I am and I missed out on it because I had 
no way of getting there.

Of all the things you’ve done in your life, what are you 
most excited about, or most proud of?
This. Finding sites and social medias that just allow me to 
be my naughty and kinky self and being able to do what I 
love as my career.

As you share your content, what’s the most common 
feedback you get from your audience?
A lot of my audience asks for me to sell physical things 
like pussy pops or my panties, and as well as more 
personalized content with pics and videos. It’s all a 
weird experience but flattering at the same time.

What’s one talent most people don’t know you have? 
I have a very strong connection with animals and i am able 
to listen to them when most others won’t. I’ll call this 
animal telepathy lol.



LAST WORDS
Thank you so much for taking this time to share more 
about yourself. 

Any last words?
It has been an honor to be able to answer these 
questios for you. I’m still surprised that i got asked to 
do this and im extremely happy about it and i hope to 
be able to do this again very soon!
Thank you,

FUN FACTS
YOUR GUILTY PLEASURE(S)
watching satisfying slime videos.

WHAT WILL ABSOLUTELY CHEER YOU UP 
WITHOUT FAIL?
Watching a tv show that i love such as friends or 
bojack horseman, or doing something nice for 
myself or others. Or food.

DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A CLEAN 
FREAK, A MESSY MESS, OR SOMEWHERE IN 
BETWEEN THE TWO?
Somewhere in between. I’m usually a clean freak 
if I think about something gross. 

YOUR SILLIEST FEAR
Doing anything wrong.

WORST PICKUP LINE YOU’VE EVER HEARD
There was a pretty bad one that someone once 
DMed me but i cannot find it! It gave me a good laugh 
though. Also some pretty bad ones in TV shows that 
I can’t seem to remember. No one has ever tried one 
on me in person and was ever serious about it. 

YOUR LIFE RIGHT NOW IN 3 WORDS
Let’s move out.

BEST RELATIONSHIP ADVICE
Communication, commmunication, communication.

Espressa
A SENSUAL EXPRESS’A

“MY CURRENT BOYFRIEND 
AND MY OLD BEST FRIEND USED 
TO MEET UP AT A CREEK...
[HE] WOULD FINGER FUCK BOTH 
OF US AT THE SAME TIME.”



STATS
NAME

Espressa

LOCATION
British Columbia, 

Canada

AGE
20 years old.

HEIGHT
5ft. 7in.

WEIGHT
110lbs

BUST
32B

TATTOOS
None atm but maybe in 

the future.

PIERCINGS
My tongue and my 
septum, so 2, but I 

want more!

EYE COLOR
Green with hazel 

around pupil.

Espressa
A SENSUAL EXPRESS’A
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KATE
MAXX

ONE SEXY
KITTEN

WORDS BY: KATE MAXX
EDITED BY: CAMGIRL VIXEN MAGAZINE K ate Maxx is a model, actor, 

on air personality, feature 
exotic dancer, MC, host, 
seductress and all around 

entertainer. Most of the time you’ll 
find her preforming on stages across 
Canada as a feature entertainer. 
She’s often known as the wild one 
in most group settings. She boldly 
declares that she one to have a dirty 
mind and a filthy sense of humor. 

Kate is very outgoing and you can 
often find her at sex clubs and 
resorts, Young Swingers® Week, or 
running around naked on any beach 
she can find. She says she’s always 
been geared towards the adult  
industry. The second she was of age 
she was modeling in the window of a 
sex store wearing fetish gear. From 
there, things snowballed where she 
started getting a lot more 
modeling jobs. 

She’s also took up exotic dancing 
which she’s kept secret till now, and 
with that, she’s been working hard on 
performances and the house feature 
at Brass Rail in Toronto, as well as a 
touring dancing all over 
western Canada.

KATE is simply great, and we’re 
glad she took the time to share more 
of herself with us. Say hello to 
Kate Maxx.

PHOTOS: AUBZILLA PRODUCTIONS



H
ello, glad you took the 

time to speak with us. 

So tell me, what first 

attracted you to 

CamGirl Vixen Magazine?

I love the idea of magazines featuring 

or dedicating pages to adult 

entertainers of any type. I’m all for 

women who are open and comfort-

able with their bodies in any aspect! 

Tell us a little about yourself 

growing up; and What were your 

favorite TV shows, hobbies?

I really loved The Wire, every season 

totally captivated me. I’ve always 

been into TV shows about true crime 

and detectives. I grew up as a trained 

dancer and cheerleader so i spent 

most of my time doing that. I also 

loved riding horses and surfing, i still 

try to do both as often as i can.

At what age was your first crush?

I was in kindergarten, I liked a boy 

named Paul. I liked him because he 

was good at colouring. I was really 

shy when I was that age but somehow 

managed to ask him for his phone 

number. I think I called him and didn’t 

say much of anything except hi 

and hung up. 

Very cool, so tell us, when was 

your first kiss?

Not until long after that. I was in high 

school and it was during a game of 

spin the bottle. No one knew it was 

my first kiss. 

Looking back at your childhood, 

what’s one thing you would tell you 

adolescent self?

TAKE IT EASY! I was always so extra 

and extreme about everything as a 

teen. I was very experimental and got 

into so much trouble. I’d tell myself 

to pace myself and enjoy just being a 

teenager instead of trying everything 

as soon as possible.

Through high school, what were 

you best known for?

  Being good at sports and breaking 

rules and having a sharp tongue. 

Still, in high school, what did 

you want to pursue as a career 

at that time?

I had no idea, I was more trying to

do what was acceptable and what 

wouldn’t piss off my family.

How were the boys with you in high 

school; we’re they at your mercy, 

or did they keep their distance?

I wasn’t very popular, I was labeled 

a slut early in high school and was 

mostly teased and bullied by the boys. 

KATE
MAXX

ONE SEXY
KITTEN

STATS
NAME

Kate Maxx
LOCATION

Vancouver/Toronto 
Canada (I travel often)

HEIGHT
5ft. 7in.

WEIGHT
130lbs.

BUST
32 C

TATTOOS
(HOW MANY AND 

WHERE)
5. Pointe shoes (ballet) 

on my shoulder blade, a 
water lilly on my ankle 

(my Chinese name), two 
Sanskrit symbols on my 
wrist and a wave on my 

ankle.
PIERCINGS 

(HOW MANY AND 
WHERE)

Belly button and ears
EYE COLOR 

Brown“I WAS IN HIGH SCHOOL AND IT 
WAS DURING A GAME OF SPIN 
THE BOTTLE. NO ONE KNEW IT 
WAS MY FIRST KISS.”



KATE
MAXX

ONE SEXY
KITTEN

I’M A TRUE HEDONIST SO
REALLY I BASE MY CAREER

CHOICES AROUND THE LIFE I
WANT TO BE LIVING.

What about college, what was that experience 
like for you and share one stand out moment 
you remember clearly?
It was very short, I went to appease my family but 
deep down i knew taking marketing wouldn’t make 
me happy. So i left to explore. 

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and 
what did you discover about yourself?
It was very short. I’m not sure what I expected 
but i just thought “that’s it”? This is what people 
make such a big deal about?” I definitely didn’t get 
what all the hype was about. I discovered that I 
still have a lot to learn. 

What led or inspired you to creating 
content online?
I wanted to be in control of what I put out there 
and how. I wanted to put out the real me rather 
than an online persona and not be told it’s too 
much or over the top

I assume you enjoy creating content for your 
online audience; what is your favorite thing 
about it...creating the kind of content you do?
I create a mix of things from x-rated to  
educational. I like the freedom of being able to 
choose and also to unleash all sides of myself.  I’m 
trying hard not to be a one trick pony.

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun 
or as a career?
I’m a true hedonist so really I base my career
choices around the life I want to be living.  
I’m not sure where I will end up but i hope to be 
always doing whatever brings me joy. I’d like to 
spend more time volunteering and helping the  
environment and still educating and being sexy all 
at the same time. 

Of all the things you’ve done in your life, what 
are you most excited about, or most proud of?
It’s hard to pick one thing, I’ve been lucky enough 
to be a part of many gigs that really meant a lot to 
me. Being featured in Northbound leathers fetish 
fashion show, to being published in multiple 
magazines, hosting and MCing at young swingers 
week and creating my own brand. I’m just excited 
to see where this all leads.



As you share your content, what’s the 
most common feedback you get from 
your audience?
They really like seeing all sides of me 
(no pun intended).

What’s one talent most people don’t 
know you have?
I can tie a cherry stem into a knot with my 
tongue. I taught myself one day when i was a 
pantry chef and it was a slow shift.

People will always draw conclusions 
without ever truly knowing you, so what 
are some positive things about you wish 
more people knew?
That I’ve overcome a lot of adversities in my 
lifetime, I’ve been through some hard years.

What’s one thing you must do before you 
take your last breath?
See the world, dive with hammerhead sharks, 
visit the naked city in France Cap D’agde

LAST WORD
Thank you so much for taking this time to 
share more about yourself. Any last words?
Thank you for including me in Cam Vixen Mag! 
It was a pleasure to do this interview and it was 
really fun being able to share with you!
Stay sexy!

KATE
MAXX

ONE SEXY
KITTEN

“ LIKE THE 

FREEDOM OF 

BEING ABLE 

TO CHOOSE 

AND ALSO TO 

UNLEASH ALL 

SIDES OF 
MYSELF ”
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